
INERTIA (US) BIOGRAPHY
Inertia is an All American Alternative Rock Band with Extreme Metal roots 
that formed from Guitar Player Zack Harris and Singer Song Writer Dillon 
Forst joining together to write music and create a new flavor of sound found 
completely absent in their local Rock Music scene.

In 2014 , Zack reached back out to Dillon who had previously played the 
drums for their first band "Memoirs of a Blackened Sky", but this time with a 
request to have him sing for the band and later on to play piano. 

After originally having screams in the music, the band decided to go 100% 
singing and move away from a style they started out with that was more 
adjacent to bands like "The Black Dahlia Murder”, “Arsis “ or “The 
Faceless” to name a few.

Inertia specifically set out for a sound that is reminiscent of Alternative 
Rock while still having a raw sound that nods to their extreme metal roots. 
With influences like Thrice, Corelia, Bring Me The Horizon, Circa Survive, 
Underoath, and Northlane , Inertia is poised to bring a big sound to the 
Rock Music scene and aims to start touring the world one city at a time. For 
Inertia, this starts in Southern California .

As an up and coming band, all the Stage Props, Sound , Stage Presence, 
Gear , Show line ups, tours and special events are all managed by the 
band and the singer. However; it is through sheer perseverance and the 
will to create that will bring this band towering to the top of music 
billboards , Number 1 hits and out of country publicity  for this band , and 
their goals start from the humble beginnings of Bakersfield California. In 
short , listening to this band on record will not be enough for you. You are 
going to have to come out and see INERTIA on stage for yourself to make 
your own decision about just how incredible this band really is. See you out 
there space cowboy, later. 


